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ABSTRACT
The database community has largely focused on providing improved transaction management and query capabilities over records
(and generalizations thereof). Yet such capabilities address only a
small part of today’s data science tasks, which are often much more
focused on discovery, linking, comparative analysis, and collaboration across holistic datasets and data products.
Data scientists frequently point to a strong need for data management — with respect to their many datasets and data products.
We propose the development of the dataset relationship management system to support five main classes of operations on datasets:
reuse of schema, data, curation, and work across many datasets;
revelation of provenance, context, and assumptions; rapid revision of data and processing steps; system-assisted retargeting of
computation to alternative execution environments; and metrics to
reward individuals’ contributions to the broader data ecosystem.
We argue that the recent adoption of computational notebooks (particularly JupyterLab and Jupyter Notebook), as a unified interface
over data tools, provides an ideal way of gathering detailed information about how data is being used, i.e., of transparently capturing
dataset provenance and relationships, and thus such notebooks provide an attractive mechanism for integrating dataset relationship
management into the data science ecosystem. We briefly outline
our experiences in building towards JuNEAU, the first prototype
DRMS.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The database field has evolved over the decades, but even today
the “core” of the discipline is focused on representing and reliably,
consistently storing individual data items, and on supporting SQLstyle queries over such data. The big data era has brought new
desires to interface with external datasets, run machine learning
algorithms, and visualize results. Our community’s response has
been to adapt our existing, record- and transaction-oriented platforms to interface with such capabilities, rather than changing their
basic functionality or abstractions.
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Unfortunately, traditional database capabilities play a smaller
and smaller role in data science at scale — especially in research
and in large organizations, where data is assembled by many users
and comes in many versions. Data analysis is not simply being
performed over an existing data warehouse. Instead, datasets are
pulled from distributed filesystems and the open web, and possibly
stored in a data lake. The emphasis is not on managing individual records, but on finding, integrating, and analyzing actionable,
human-curated datasets, or even assemblies of datasets. Data cannot be safely assumed to be largely clean or consistent, and it often
comes from different parties with different levels of trustworthiness
or relevance. Data curation, hypothesis testing, (machine learning)
feature or algorithm selection, record linking / coregistration, and
comparative analysis are the common tasks of the day. Moreover,
these tasks are often done in teams, incorporate open data and code,
and need to be applied repeatedly to other (possibly future) data.
As an example of the “sea change,” consider the Penn Database
Group’s experiences in working with collaborators in several disparate areas of biomedical data science. Scientific communities
have, for years, promoted public sharing of data in Web- (and today
cloud-) backed databases [32, 37, 38], with a goal of facilitating data
reuse. Yet our experience, both as providers and consumers of such
data, has shown that access to tables and records plays a minor
role in promoting an “open data ecosystem” for data production,
sharing, and analysis.
Example 1.1. For more than seven years, we have worked with
neuroscientists [16, 31] to collect and share large multimodal datasets
from across epilepsy and behavioral research. Data hosted on our platform, IEEG.org, includes (HIPAA-compliant, anonymized) patient case
histories, MRI and CT imaging, long (up to 1.5-year), high-frequency
(up to 32KHz) time series data (primarily intracranial EEG recordings).
Perhaps the most vital data in our database is actually annotations
over the imaging (for seizure onset information, implanted electrodes,
etc) and time-series data (information about seizure state or behavior).
Data from IEEG.org was successfully used to develop a series of dramatically better seizure detection and prediction algorithms [9, 15].
Yet despite these successes, the presence of over 4500 datasets, and
nearly 3200 users, we have found surprising limitations in the community’s usage patterns (as we have previously described in part [26]).
First, scientists are concerned that data remains heterogeneous, in
terms of quality, assumptions (provenance), curation, and schema.
Few mechanisms exist (other than shared code on GitHub or Jupyter
notebooks on Kaggle) to promote reuse, and especially to find commonalities. Ultimately this means scientists are unlikely to reuse or
trust others’ data, even if that data is technically available. Second,
data science often relies on testing hypotheses and training or comparing algorithms over a subset of the data, then repeating over larger
relevant datasets. The path from a one-off-script over a single dataset
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on a local machine, to a more regularized, parameterized program
that can run across a cluster, is fraught with challenges. Finally, too
few metrics exist to fully recognize those who share curated results,
annotations, etc.
Our experiences in other data sharing communities, revolving
around mobile health data [30] and in multi-site high-throughput
gene sequencing, have shown similar issues. Reasoning about data
becomes less valuable than reasoning about datasets and data products (derived datasets, machine learning classifiers, data visualizations, etc.). We argue that the data management community should
broaden its focus beyond transactions and queries, and even beyond issues of data provenance management and version control, to
manage the relationships among datasets and data products
and aid the user in making best use of overwhelming volumes
of not-equally-useful and code data:
Reuse. How do data scientists reuse the best-curated data or ensure that corrections persist over updates to remote data
sources? Once they have developed a new algorithm or
workflow, can we help them (1) generalize it into a reusable
module or script, (2) apply it en masse to other (or future)
datasets?
Reveal. Can we help data scientist teams understand the provenance [12] (and context [21]) of a data product or code module, including how it relates to other tasks and other data?
Revise. Data and code both evolve over time. Version control systems [7] manage the storage of versioned data and code, but
do not aid in ensuring consistent processing and refreshing
of all results.
Retarget. Today there are a multitude of data analysis platforms
and languages, which handle different scales and execution
environments. Through code analysis and rewriting techniques, we can aid the user in retargeting certain data analysis, e.g., from an in-memory implementation to one that
runs on the cloud.
Reward. It has become clear that measures such as publication
count are inadequate for measuring impact. We need better
infrastructure for tracking individuals’ value-add to the data
science process — whether it is code, data, or curation.
Even as we consider how to meet these needs, we must also acknowledge that a solution should fit naturally into a scientist’s data
science workflow, and that to be most useful it must have a nearly
global perspective on how data and datasets are being used. That
workflow is largely outside of the realm of the DBMS and SQL.
Fortunately, although data scientists use a plethora of languages
(Matlab, R, Python, Julia, sometimes even SQL in limited cases),
machine learning toolkits (PyTorch, TensorFlow, Keras, MLLib, etc.),
visualization tools, and storage subsystems (cloud storage, HDFS,
graph databases, RDBMSs) — there has been a convergence on computational notebook software, particularly Jupyter Notebook [41]
and its successor JupyterLab, as a single integrated environment
for controlling the majority of data science tasks1 .
User interactions via computational notebooks. JupyterLab provides a unified user experience, largely based on a single
interactive Web document (“notebook”) containing a sequence of
1 RStudio

and Apache Zeppelin are also popular notebook platforms, but seem to be
much less so than Jupyter.
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HTML “cells.” Cells may be simple Markdown descriptions and
headings, providing important contextual or descriptive information
to the reader; program fragments written in a particular target
language, which may bring in external libraries and link to cloud
execution environments; and visual or tabular outputs produced
by code. Since JupyterLab runs within a Web browser, it can incorporate a wide variety of Javascript, Web, and other plugins including visualization tools and Web services. JupyterLab also provides
mechanisms for invoking programs via the operating system shell
— thus allowing notebooks to interact with programs and scripts
via shared files. Broadly, it can be viewed as the most popular integrated development environment for data science, and it has an
added virtue of being open-source and extensible via plug-ins.
Changing the underlying data management infrastructure.
Unfortunately, JupyterLab has an extremely rudimentary data model:
a notebook is simply a JSON file that contains code that references
externally stored files and URLs. Programmatic state (e.g., variables
and other side effects) is carried from cell to cell according to the sequence in which the cells have been executed, which does not have
to match the order in which the cells occur in the document. Cells
can be overwritten in ways that prevent the notebook from even
being correctly re-executed. Recent work [11, 29, 42] has developed
more sophisticated models for tracking dependencies among cells,
thus enabling provenance capture and reproducibility.
Going beyond these, we argue that the needs of data management for data science — including the “five R” tasks listed above
— can be best addressed by building a full data management layer
underneath JupyterLab and other notebook software, which not
only individually manages the cells within the notebook and the
relationships among notebooks, but links to filesystem / external
data, and derived data. Our goals include revealing provenance —
but also exploiting data and execution semantics to find and propose relationships among data and code artifacts, and ultimately
to produce modular reuse and retargeting of human effort across
data revisions, and also metrics for helping reward contributions
to any data product.
In this paper, we describe our early efforts to build such a dataset
relationship management system, JuNEAU2 . JuNEAU has the ability to extract semantic information from the cells and content of
the notebooks, and to enable reasoning about relationships among
datasets and data products (via cells and their code) and reasoning
about cells (the datasets and data products). Its main objective is
in some sense to promote the effective reuse of the “best” data
products and code.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the core
capabilities of our proposed class of data relationship management
systems. Section 3 outlines our early prototype, capabilities, experiences, and open challenges. We describe related work in Section 4
and conclude in Section 5

2

DATASET RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

A relational database system is primarily responsible for managing
metadata (schemas), data records (as tables), and certain kinds of
data transformations (e.g., views). At its heart, the JuNEAU dataset
relationship management system (DRMS) is a middleware system
2 “JUpyter

Notebook with Enhanced Access and Understanding”
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that combines information about data and code usage and revision patterns, with information about data and code’s semantics
and provenance — to help data scientists and data analysts best
leverage, reuse, and retarget existing code, curation, metadata and
data. To promote data sharing across users, it both reveals context
and provenance, and provides metrics to reward data, code, and
curation that have measurable impact.
To the user, JuNEAU provides the default abstraction of a computational notebook and the JupyterLab integrated development
environment. However, internally it “deconstructs” the notebook
into richer data model, comprised of a (versioned) DAG of data
products, annotations and descriptors, and code cells. See Figure 1 for an example. It also tracks relationships that span across
notebooks, and even between notebooks and code run from the
JupyterLab shell.
The DRMS targets large multi-user, multi-dataset settings in
which the challenge is not so much in acquiring access to data,
but in finding, reusing, and standardizing upon datasets. The data
may exist in different versions; analysis code may get updated;
different users may have different means of cleaning and curating
the data. We consider code-to-code, code-to-data, data-to-code, and
data-to-data relationships.
Code-to-data relationships. Much of data science involves building code snippets and scripts — often in a way that fails to promote
effective reuse (desirable for modularity and maintainability) or
readability (critical for collaboration and reproducibility). Worse,
data scientists are typically not trained software engineers, and
computational notebooks encourage a copy-paste-and-tweak mentality. Thus a key capability in the DRMS is to help identify how
code interfaces to and produces data.
In more detail, a cell or assembly of cells in Jupyter typically
has dependencies — potentially to a set of input files or URLs from
which source data is initially loaded, or to a collection of variables
loaded in a prior cell — and typically produces output data products
(including embedded visualizations, tables or dataframes, and/or
files). Using code analysis, the DRMS attempts to (1) infer what
the inputs and outputs are, and (2) identify the expected types and
schema restrictions. From this, we can extract the assembly of cells
into a reusable block with parameterizable interfaces, and we can
determine where the assembly can be applied.
Data-to-code relationships. Much the way code has an interface,
we can think of datasets also having an interface — in terms of the
operations that may be applied to them, how they were produced,
and so on. Here, the DRMS relies on its ability to extract provenance
for the data, as well as provenance information about how the
data is itself used. Provenance in a DRMS is, of course, a firstclass citizen, and provenance querying and visualization [27] as
well as usage tracking are core capabilities. However, in an active
data environment, the DRMS should amass enough provenance
information to help with common data wrangling and integration
tasks: (1) find cells/code modules that are used to import files and
map them to tables or dataframes; (2) suggest candidate schemas
for a data product stored as a file; (3) identify other datasets that
have been joined/coregistered/record-linked with a data product.
It may also be able to suggest data processing steps / cells that
perform cleaning and normalization. Such steps can be converted
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into reusable pipelines for future datasets, and they can also be
leveraged by other users. We note that reuse of processing steps is
likely to also lead to more standard schemas as well as practices.
Perhaps more interesting (and described in more detail in Section 3), the DRMS allows us to holistically compare across data
products and workflows, for instance seeing if different workflow versions produce identical output or identifying where they
differ. Such capabilities are essential to reproducible research, as
they allow regression testing and uniform treatment of all datasets.
Reasoning about code semantics and relationships. Perhaps not
surprisingly, the vast majority of data analysis tools today include
high-level operations over arrays, matrices, and — especially relevant to the DBMS community — collections of structured objects. Microsoft’s LINQ, Java’s streams interface, Python and R’s
dataframes, and the multitude of map-reduce implementations in
all environments, mean that is possible to perform simple code and
dataflow analysis to derive relational algebra-like descriptions of
some of the lines of code within a cell. Given a high-level declarative
specification for a piece of code, the DRMS can infer how the code
processes and produces individual records. This can be extremely
useful in reasoning about differences in results across workflows.
It has another advantage, namely that we can easily generate retargeted code, e.g., to move from Python Pandas to Apache Spark, or
potentially even convert from a local SciKit-Learn implementation
to a more scalable learning platform like TensorFlow.
Reasoning about data semantics and relationships. Traditionally,
the database community has explored how to search for datasets
by keywords, facets, or even taxonomies. We argue that search-byexample-table and search-by-similar-provenance are more useful
in many data science settings. If a user is analyzing a table with
a small set of results, he or she may wish to scale up to a bigger
training set or may want to identify potentially interesting data
with similar characteristics. Here, similarity sometimes that values
substantially overlap — but it may also mean similar provenance,
similar fields, and similar data distributions. Another form of search
demanded by users is for the best curated version of a dataset —
ideally, a version of the dataset with fresh data but also the most
authoritative corrections.
Finally, many data scientists are not experienced at designing
schemas, nor at thinking comprehensively about what attributes to
capture. As the user stores or imports data, the DRMS should aid in
schema design by suggesting schema elements that are commonly
associated with the data and the currently specified fields — a
“schema auto-complete” [25].

3

PROTOTYPE AND OPEN CHALLENGES

Over the past year, motivated by our interactions with data scientists at Penn, we have been building an early prototype of the
JuNEAU DRMS. Our implementation uses a combination of Python
(front-end components serving the Web interface, currently as a
storage manager plugin for Jupyter Notebook and JupyterLab) and
Java (back-end components), and stores its content in a combination
of object key-value store (Minio or Amazon S3), graph database
(Neo4J), and relational DBMS (PostgreSQL).
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# Spam Classifier Task

MarkDown

!pip install …

IPython
Collecting scikit-learn …

import pandas as pd
…

Python (no output)

sms_df = pd.read_csv(…)

Python (no output)

sms_df.head()

Python (dataframe)

class
0 ham

sms_df[‘a’].hist(…)

sms
Go until

…
…

Python (visualization)

Figure 1: Example of a JupyterLab notebook and its associated cell-oriented data model. Note the execution order and program
dataflow dependencies (blue lines) may not match the presentational order.
Our early prototype focuses on three aspects of the DRMS: (1)
taking procedural, data-centric code and finding a way to capture its
semantics (mostly) declaratively; (2) identifying data usage patterns;
(3) finding data relationships.

3.1

“Lifting” Procedural Code to Declarative
Representations

JuNEAU can make use of “opaque” programs and code cells, as
workflow “black boxes.” However, to do deeper analysis and to
support retargeting of the code to different platforms, it must be
able to extract semantic information (or it must be provided such
information, e.g., by a programmer). As described previously, most
data analysis code heavily emphasizes arrays, matrices, and collections of structured objects (or tabular data). It makes use of “bulk
operations” such as matrix transformations, bulk arithmetic operations, and relational algebra (filter, join) or map-reduce operations,
as well as calls to high-level libraries and toolkits.
It is fairly straightforward to develop limited program analysis
modules for different target languages, which can parse the contents
of code cells, track operations, and track dataflow dependencies. In
JuNEAU we currently support Python, and inspired by the noWorkflow system [36] we track dataflow between statements and across
cell boundaries. We use reflection and debugger support to understand the types, e.g., to detect dataframes and arrays, and we have
developed a prototype dictionary of function signatures to detect
when relational operators are being applied to the tabular data.
Figure 2 shows an example of how a segment of Python code (using
Pandas) makes a variety of function calls producing a dataframe,
which we map into a series of relational operators. Obviously, not
all code (especially iterative or recursive code) maps naturally to
relational expressions. However, we can generally break the lines
of code into a DAG in which nodes represent blocks of relationalalgebra-equivalent code and “other” code. Sometimes the relational

code will include calls to user-defined functions (e.g., a user-defined
map operation).
Often, JupyterLab cells make calls to external libraries or modules, e.g., for gene sequence analysis. Moreover, users may invoke
programs from the JupyterLab shell. Thus, to complement our celllevel code analysis, we also allow developers to associate module
descriptors with black-box programs [53]. Module descriptors are
declarative specifications (in the form of relational algebra trees
specifying the operations, and schemas of the inputs and outputs) of
the structured data extraction and record-to-record transformations
being done in each program, combined with selected user-defined
functions. Module descriptors allow the platform to selectively recompute fine-grained record-to-record provenance, and to capture
provenance for hierarchical, string, and image datatypes.
Revealing fine-grained provenance. Our study of “lifting” procedural code to a declarative form was motivated by the problem of
helping data scientists reason about revisions to code (algorithm
implementations) and data (reference libraries or datasets). Often,
as code and data are revised, the new version produces different
output from the old one. To ensure reproducibility, it becomes critical to understand where and why such differences arise, at a fine
level of granularity (records as opposed to complete files).
Our early JuNEAU prototype’s PROVision sub-module [53] facilitates this type of reasoning about the differences between revisions.
It starts with a diff3 comparison of the outputs between different
code versions, then localizes which output records are different.
Finally, it uses the declarative description of workflow modules
to compute fine-grained provenance showing which input records
contributed to the different outputs. This work develops techniques
for pruning and optimization, as well as methods for embedding
user-defined extraction, record linking, and aggregation functions
into declarative code while producing provenance. Results from
ETL tasks and gene sequence alignment workflows showed that,
thanks to its data indexing and pruning techniques, JuNEAU could
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TableFn (read_csv(‘spam.csv’,’latin-1’))
π#1, #2, #3, #4, #5
ρ#1 -> ‘class’, #2 -> ‘sms’, #3 -> ‘a’, #4 -> ‘b’, #5 -> ‘c’
σclass=‘ham’
Sorta,ascending

Figure 2: Example of converting Python Pandas code into a
relational algebra expression
typically trace the provenance of specific output results within a
few seconds, even when re-running the entire workflow could take
hours.
Open challenges. Our initial JuNEAU prototype executes declarative specifications of Python code in its own proprietary query
engine, which interfaces seamlessly with UDFs in CPython. We
are developing a cross-compiler for executing the same code under
Apache Spark, which would provide a mechanism for “scaling out”
the code to distributed data. More broadly, we foresee opportunities
to retarget the code to other runtime systems (with the caveat that
performance will depend on workload and data distribution). A
natural question is whether certain code segments could be automatically targeted to the most appropriate runtime environments
— like some polystore systems [1, 17] seek to do. We also believe
that the concept of provenance needs to be clarified for “holistic”
machine learning operations such as training and clustering.
We also believe there is an opportunity to exploit database view
materialization and incremental maintenance strategies to speed
up the execution of certain notebooks. There has been a good deal
of work on compiler optimizations for data-driven code, including heterogeneous environments [14, 45]. However, many more
opportunities exist for incorporating reasoning about workload
patterns (e.g., across notebooks and across files) and for combining
fine-grained provenance computation with data driven execution.

3.2

Capturing and Identifying Data Usage
Patterns

Applying techniques from graph pattern mining [49] and from
recommendation systems [4, 51] to the provenance (data usage)
graph, the DRMS can promote the reuse of data: it can detect
datasets with similar provenance or that are used in similar ways,
as well as code modules and cells applied to similar kinds of data.
Moreover, if a dataset is the subject of frequently occurring cleaning
steps or record-level manual edits, the system should be able to
detect this pattern and recommend the derived dataset instead.
(Recent work [8] has suggested a basic algebra for reasoning about
dataset changes.)
Of course, such capabilities rely on having detailed provenance
information to mine. A wide variety of methods and platforms have
been proposed for capturing coarse-grained (file-to-file) provenance
over workflows within dedicated environments [5, 19, 34, 39], lowlevel provenance provided by operating system-level instrumentation [20, 35, 35, 47], and fine-grained (record-to-record) provenance
over SQL-like computations [3, 13, 18, 23, 24, 27, 33, 50].

A key challenge lies in knowing how much provenance, at what
granularity, to capture a priori, and what to reproduce as needed.
With deterministic code augmented by effective version management, one must only know the base data and the code cells or
programs (and their parameters) in order to fully reproduce provenance. However, to facilitate DRMS reasoning (such as detection of
common data processing patterns) as well as to aid the user (such as
in answering user queries about a dataset’s detailed provenance, or
reasoning about the effects of a revision), we may wish to materialize more in order to reduce the amount of work needed on-demand.
We may also need to “lift” the provenance from low-level steps into
higher-level relationships, and/or to convert it into a normalized
representation.
One approach to addressing the challenges cited above is to develop mechanisms for provenance views that can convert subgraphs
comprised of low-level provenance information (e.g., program read
and write operations) into higher-level representations (e.g., nodes
representing derivations). Such views could also be used to normalize the structure of a graph, e.g., removing order information
that does not matter. We have been developing infrastructure for
efficiently computing views over provenance graphs (and, more generally, graph databases). For generality, views may be comprised of
multiple pattern-matching and substitution rules. Given that such
rules may interact, we have developed typechecking algorithms
and means of expressing precedence, so our views will produce
deterministic output. Inspired by access support relations [28], we
are also exploring subgraph indexing techniques that speed query
answering.
Open challenges. The regularity within data science workflows,
and even queries, offers many opportunities to apply data compression and selective materialization. We expect to develop cost-based
optimization techniques to address this problem.

3.3

Detecting and Exploiting “Other” Data
Relationships

Provenance indirectly relates data sources to data products. However, data relates to data, both directly and indirectly, through
sharing or overlap: one dataset may be a revision of another, or
they may be related via a common “ancestor”; one dataset may
represent a derivation from another (e.g., through a cleaning step);
one dataset may reference another using foreign keys; two datasets
may represent independent observations of the same phenomenon.
In all of these cases, the overlap between datasets (on some subset
of their fields) is an extremely useful measure of dataset relatedness,
which can help JuNEAU aid the user in leveraging and reusing
others’ work.
Early work in JuNEAU develops search and recommendation
capabilities to promote dataset reuse. Our focus is on letting users
search a data lake not merely by keywords, but by existing tables or
table fragments, combined with their provenance and with optional
filter criteria. Our definitions for table relatedness include similarity,
capturing tables with similar schemas or values, which can help
data scientists accumulate additional data, e.g., more training data
for a machine learning module; linkability, which discovers other
relations that can be joined with a given table, and is useful for
adding features to datasets; and provenance similarity, which finds
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tables that were produced in the same or similar ways. To enable
such capabilities, we have developed ranking schemes for table
relatedness as well as indexing techniques.
We further utilize the relatedness and overlap measures to link
new and existing data products (base tables and intermediate results). This provides a form of index that supports rapid reasoning
about data overlap between these results, and results computed
in other notebooks, perhaps by other users. Our results are still
preliminary, but they show promise for both compressing datasets
and finding related datasets.
Open challenges. Our early efforts to support ranked search over
tables are primarily based on measures of data relatedness for
reusability, as described above. A full search engine should further consider user intent, provenance similarity, dataset authoritativeness and freshness, and filter predicates over schema and
data elements. Such goals require us to tackle questions of how to
interact with the user to learn to rank tables [48], learn trustworthiness [40], and balance among multiple scoring dimensions. Much
as with existing table search systems [10, 43], a good deal of tuning
and user validation will be required to get things right. However,
from speaking with data scientists it is clear that such “signals” are
absolutely essential to assessing data.

4

RELATED WORK

While our work has been especially shaped by the experiences
of working with modern data scientists, some of the underlying
issues have been articulated in the past (though often with different
goals). Bernstein et al.’s efforts to build generic model management
systems [6] were based on the needs of managing schema evolution,
data integration, and a plethora of different data representations
within the enterprise. Some of those same goals were targeted by
the Clio project [44]. The Ground [22] project sought to establish a
common representation for data relationships across a multitude of
sources and environments, not dissimilar to the provenance graph
in the DRMS. Bleifuß et al. [8] have proposed a set of data cube-style
operators for analyzing changes within datasets.
Scientific data management has also been a topic of study in the
database community and beyond, with scientific workflow management systems with integrated provenance capture [19, 34, 39] as
perhaps the most important area of related work. Our work builds
upon these ideas to augment them with fine-grained provenance
and to look holistically across usage patterns within a community.
Finally, tools for managing data outside the database [2] and for
array and matrix processing [46, 50, 52] have all had impact on
how today’s big data platforms and libraries optimize their computation. We assume the use JupyterLab to integrate across various
data management platforms.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Much of data science is focused beyond individual records, instead
looking at heterogeneous datasets with different provenance, a
multitude of interrelated data products, and a plethora of heterogeneous data analysis and visualization tools. We argue that the
DBMS community should embrace the management not only of
data and its relationships, but datasets and their relationships — to
help users navigate the overwhelming number of data products
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and code versions, and to promote the five R’s: reuse of the best
resources, revelation of context to aid in collaboration, understanding how revisions impact results, retargeting of code to alternative
platforms, and metrics that enable communities to reward their best
contributors. Our early experiences with JuNEAU point to some of
the key issues, but a good deal of open work remains.
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